Comparison of Human Pilot (Remote) Control Systems in Multirotor Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Navigation
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Abstract—This paper concerns about the human pilot or remote control system in UAV navigation. Demands for Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) are increasing tremendously in aviation industry and research area. UAV is a flying machine that can fly with no pilot on-board and can be controlled by ground-based operators. In this paper, a comparison was made between different proposed remote control systems and devices to navigate multirotor UAV, like hand-controllers, gestures and body postures techniques, and vision-based techniques. The overall reviews discussed in this paper have been studied in various research sources related to UAV and its navigation system. Every method has its pros and cons depends on the situation. At the end of the study, those methods will be analyzed and the best method will be chosen in term of accuracy and efficiency.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, there has been a rapidly increasing interest in UAV for vary purposes. The UAV, an acronym to Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, or commonly known as drone can be remotely navigated as it has no pilot on-board. The US Military Unit introduced this aircraft during World War I in 1917 [1]. UAVs are distinguished to be vitally different from manned aircraft and cruise missiles, although they share some common features [2]. Various kinds of autonomy can be applied to the flights of UAVs such as fully autonomous programmed in on-board system, or remotely controlled by an operator on the ground [3], [4], [5]. Multirotor UAV can accomplish low-velocity flight and vertical take-off and landing compared to fixed wing aircraft. The propellers of multirotor located respectively in the front and back parts, or left and right sides and rotate in opposite directions. Multirotor UAV flight has the advantage of flexibility, good security and has a simple structure [6].

In the United States, the domestic use of UAVs is however predicted to continually push toward smaller platforms that are more affordable and more manageable. The reduced cost of UAVs has become a substantial selling point in the market and becomes more affordable for everyone to have. For example, a UAV system with a ground operating computer can cost less than USD50,000, compared to a police helicopter can cost up to USD1 million with the same functions. The continuing process of miniaturization of sensors, data links solutions, controls, and computing elements contributes to the selling point [7]. Vehicle teleoperation, means operating a vehicle at a distance, broadens the human capability of manipulating an object at a distance by accommodating the operator similar conditions to those of a remote location and to reach difficult environment, reduce cost, and avoid risking human’s life [8], [9], [10]. Communication between machine and operator needs to take place under optimum conditions and information provided must be in good quality to achieve a functional teleoperation system. In this paper, a comparison has been made between different UAV control systems to find out which approach provides more efficient and effective human-robot interaction for smooth UAV navigation. Rapid response to changing sensor data is critical, as UAV are real-time systems. Drone as shown in Fig. 1 was used in the experiment.

![Fig. 1. Parrot AR. Drone 2.0](image-url)
II. MATERIAL AND METHOD

The quadrotor showed a huge advantage in disaster relief activities due to its flexibility and manoeuvrability recently. Nevertheless, the scene of in-door environment is usually complex and difficult to be detected. Since the development of ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator and Computer), the first full electronic computer in 1946, computer has been used widely in science and engineering [47]. A reliable motion control and real-time pose estimation are two critical tasks for a quadrotor UAV despite its flexibility and manoeuvrability [11], [6]. Radio frequency communication in a spectrum 2.4GHz is required for a reliable communication system with the UAV as a pre-programmed UAV path is less flexible to handle unforeseen situation in real-time [12]. RF links hardware are inexpensive but they come with some limitations; limited range, time consuming in design and development, operation reliant on base PC, and require custom written communication protocol [48]. The electronic system control can be installed in three entities; on the UAV body, on the ground, and at the human pilot (remote control) for emergency purposes.

A. UAV On-board System

The on-board electronic system was designed to expanse the components across the UAV body in a way the gravity centre does not reallocate too much than the original platform. Installation of all electronic system in a large box under the UAV body may prevent aerobatic manoeuvres. A reliable communication is a necessary as the system components are spread apart. The high-current and high-voltage switching in UAV movements cause additional electromagnetic interferences and the communication between the modules of the control system can be disrupted. There are several options for the architecture of an on-board computer system; the ETXexpress module, the real-time module, the Inertial Measurement Unit, the System Monitor Module, the servomotors, the radio transceivers, and the vision system [13].

B. Ground Based Station

The main objective of the base station is to obtain and provide information or references to the operator and the UAV. It is an optional component of the control system as the on-board computer of the UAV can execute the control algorithm by itself. The two major types of empowering technologies for HCI are contact- and vision-based devices. However, the user needs to be accustomed in using these devices or else these devices are difficult to handle for users with low computer literacy.

1) Hand-controller:

Human pilot involved in UAV experiments such as testing for the basic functionality platform, to trigger the automatic control functions or to take over in case of emergency. The control system needs to receive and deliver correct results in hard real-time or it would be considered as a system failure. In HRI-based system, it is a necessary for humans to be able to communicate and control robots in a natural and most efficient way especially in safe critical applications such as the military and search-and-rescue [17]. Therefore, teleoperation control fulfilled the idea. Devices that can be used to control the remote system such as radio-controller, mouse, keyboard, joystick, haptic device, depth-camera, and touch screen. Wireless communication systems send and receive the information between control system and the UAV to be used by the pilot and the control centre [14].

Stingu and Lewis [13] discussed that UAV navigation using radio-controller as shown in Fig. 3 may contribute to irrelevant risk to the system as it is sensitive to radio response. The radio communication involves two distinct links for transmitting and receiving. The first link is transceivers with 900MHz band to cover about 14 mi radius. The UAV can only transmit/receive the most important flight variables to/from the ground station or remote control as it only has the maximum bitrate of 115.2 kbps. The second link is a wireless network with a high-speed of 802.11n and a maximum outturn at 300Mbps. Each device may communicate with any other by the network using UDP packets.

![Diagram of Simple Avionic System](image.png)

Fig. 2. Simple avionic system

C. Human Pilot (Remote Control)

The main objective of the base station is to obtain and provide information or references to the operator and the UAV. It is an optional component of the control system as the on-board computer of the UAV can execute the control algorithm by itself. The two major types of empowering technologies for HCI are contact- and vision-based devices. However, the user needs to be accustomed in using these devices or else these devices are difficult to handle for users with low computer literacy.

1) Hand-controller:

Human pilot involved in UAV experiments such as testing for the basic functionality platform, to trigger the automatic control functions or to take over in case of emergency. The control system needs to receive and deliver correct results in hard real-time or it would be considered as a system failure. In HRI-based system, it is a necessary for humans to be able to communicate and control robots in a natural and most efficient way especially in safe critical applications such as the military and search-and-rescue [17]. Therefore, teleoperation control fulfilled the idea. Devices that can be used to control the remote system such as radio-controller, mouse, keyboard, joystick, haptic device, depth-camera, and touch screen. Wireless communication systems send and receive the information between control system and the UAV to be used by the pilot and the control centre [14].

Stingu and Lewis [13] discussed that UAV navigation using radio-controller as shown in Fig. 3 may contribute to irrelevant risk to the system as it is sensitive to radio response. The radio communication involves two distinct links for transmitting and receiving. The first link is transceivers with 900MHz band to cover about 14 mi radius. The UAV can only transmit/receive the most important flight variables to/from the ground station or remote control as it only has the maximum bitrate of 115.2 kbps. The second link is a wireless network with a high-speed of 802.11n and a maximum outturn at 300Mbps. Each device may communicate with any other by the network using UDP packets.
Computer keyboard such in Fig. 4 is seen as an alternative device to navigate UAVs. The limitations of human cognitive skills, decision-making, judgment, and tactical understanding in the use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle cause a need to redesign the current HCI to improve the interaction and communication links between UAVs and the operator [18]. With the use of computer keyboard in addition of a screen layout, the system may test the cognitive workload of the operator and it may display information to increase situational awareness as the operator will see everything, interpret it, make relevant decision, and implement the decision.

There are some advantages by using haptic feedback in teleoperation; improves operator performance, the task of remote navigation in difficult environments is easier, improves the quality of motion control, and the feedback is useful for the user [9], [19], [20], [21]. Wire or wireless mouse controller receives user’s instruction such as drag, click or border selection in a 2-dimensional planar interface. For touch screen on the mobile, the screen is touched using finger to execute the application functions [22].

2) Gestures and Body Postures Techniques:

Gestures and body postures techniques have been introduced to overcome the limitations of electromechanical devices. The communication based on gestures in human-robot systems can provide an expressive, natural and intuitive approach. Gestures are intended to express messages in non-verbal or non-vocal communication of human behaviour and can be represented by a single word, a phrase, a single command, or a sequence of commands and may be dynamic or static [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30]. Gestures recognition devices are including data gloves, marker, Leap Motion, and Microsoft Kinect. Data gloves are used to capture the movements of hand and fingers but they are cumbersome, complicated, expensive, have difficulties to fit in size, long-term reliability, tethered hands and it would be more complex if coloured gloves are used [31], [6], [32]. A controlled environment to obtain high quality data and excessive time for placement are the limitations for marker based method. Therefore, markerless motion approach has been introduced but could only be used when accuracy is not a necessary and motion validation and gesture movements do not have to be precise [33], [34], [35]. A controller relatively in the size of a box of matches introduced a new gesture and position tracking system, allows for the precise and fluid tracking of multiple hands, fingers, and small objects in free space with sub-millimeter accuracy, named the Leap Motion [36], [37]. The Leap Motion controller was employed as an interface for hand motion tracking without the demand of using any external instruments [49]. However, the controller has limited recognition area, sensitive, and lack of accuracy. Kinect is proficient to contribute a more attractive interaction between users and robots but there are three critical challenges in its performance; USB bandwidth, infrared noise and interference, and 3D calibration and registration [38]. Kinect which usually connected to a computer via USB provides a natural controller environment, follows the user’s body movement and translated into commands to be sent to the quadrotor via wireless fidelity (wifi) [39], [40], [17].

3) Vision-Based Techniques:

Vision-based methods have been discussed in the context of autonomous landing management based on an on-board visual navigation system using inertial sensors combined with a single camera, and off-the-shelf computer hardware [41], [42]. HMDs offer ecologically relevant proprioceptive prompts to operator [43], [46]. In a helicopter or fighter aircraft, a HMD not only deliver the relevant positional and situational information to the pilot in his line of sight, but it also allows him to control sensors and weapons with his head movements [44]. Vision-based approach is based on how humans obtain information about their surroundings. Nonetheless, this approach may be the most difficult to implement. The main constraint in vision-based gesture recognition is the large variety of existing gestures. Gestures under different lighting conditions and cluttered surroundings may affect the recognition robustness [45].

An experiment was executed to measure the effects of using a Helmet Mounted Display versus a conventional computer monitor and joystick to control UAV, and the subjective measure including accuracy and responses, workload, fatigue, simulator sickness, and situational awareness [43].

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Experiments on human-piloted or remotely-controlled techniques of UAV navigation have been executed for performance measure. Parrot AR.Drone came with complete basic hardware including battery, camera, and wearable frame. All of those were needed in the experiment. The wearable frame was an optional but it is recommended to place it in the drone to avoid any physical contacts or accidents with any hard objects around. The camera has the ability to capture images or record videos in real-time and
store it in the blackbox or display it on the screen while the drone is in flying mode. The battery can last around eight to eleven minutes. A task completion by a person could take two to five minutes thus a spare battery may well needed. First experiment involved a human operator navigating the UAV using computer keyboard. Keys on computer keyboard work as the navigator to fly the UAV. Android AR.FreeFlight application was used to replace radio-controller in this experiment. The application can be downloaded and installed in a smartphone. A computer or a laptop could be heavier than a radio-controller or an android smartphone, but it could provide more functions and benefits in emergency when debugging is required. The operator can determine and analyse the problem and solve it within the time. The experiments were executed outdoor to provide more flexible and extensive environment to measure the UAVs performance. The tasks were to take-off, hover, fly downward, upward, forward, backward, to the left, to the right, and land the UAV. The user worked on the computer while it connected to the UAV via wi-fi as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Application structure

Arrows keys were set to give the functions of fly forward, backward, to the left and to the right. ‘Page Up’ key to fly upward, ‘Page Down’ key to fly downward, ‘T’ key for take-off and ‘L’ key for landing the UAV. Fig. 6 shows the common keys used to ease the navigation and provide better understanding of the functions. An interface layout was designed to accommodate the user to see the view from the UAV’s camera but the interface was not the critical issue in the performance measure.

Fig. 6. UAV navigation keys on computer keyboard

Fig. 7 until Fig. 10 show the testing and validation process. Fig. 7 shows the UAV can fly up to four metre high and an outdoor environment provide more flexible surrounding for the experiments compared to indoor. Weather is one of the factors to ensure the experiment to run smoothly. Rainy or too much wind would affect the UAV to fly accordingly. The users need to test and validate all the keys and functions on the computer keyboard to compare with the UAV manoeuvrability using RC.

Fig. 7. The UAV flies up to four metre high

Fig. 8. Stability to hover

Fig. 9. Efficiency in controlling
Table 1 summarized the comparison between radio-controller and computer keyboard in UAV navigation experimented by five IT students and two UAV researchers. Scale 1 to 5 indicates very poor to very good. The record consisted of time, stability, manoeuvrability, accuracy, and user friendliness. The experiments were conducted outdoor to provide wide-space environment for better response. It shows that computer keyboard has better performance than radio-controller in navigating UAVs due to RC is frequency-sensitive and likely got more interference. Moreover, an added interface in the system conducted by computer keyboard may produce more flexible environment to the user.

### Table I

**Radio-controller vs. Computer Keyboard**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Radio-controller</th>
<th>Computer keyboard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time/Speed</td>
<td>![Checkmark]</td>
<td>![Checkmark]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>![Checkmark]</td>
<td>![Checkmark]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stability</td>
<td>![Checkmark]</td>
<td>![Checkmark]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuvrability</td>
<td>![Checkmark]</td>
<td>![Checkmark]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>![Checkmark]</td>
<td>![Checkmark]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User friendliness</td>
<td>![Checkmark]</td>
<td>![Checkmark]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layout</td>
<td>![Checkmark]</td>
<td>![Checkmark]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sanna et al. [17] performed an evaluation using three different input devices to navigate UAV; joystick, iPhone, and Kinect. An experiment using three different approaches; traditional, haptic, and gesture, produced a significant result to one another. A group of users needed to complete flight session from take-off to landing in an area of 56cm x 56cm in size. Marker for pose estimation was used to set the perimeter for the UAV flight area. Uncompleted, semi-completed and completed indicate the success of users to accomplish the tasks. Table 2 shows 100% task completion using Kinect, 50% using joystick, and 25% using iPhone. Average time recorded for Kinect is 61.5 seconds, which was the longest time for task completion, but it achieved the highest percentage amongst other two devices.

### Table II

**Experimental Results Using Three Devices**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Average time (s)</th>
<th>Un completed</th>
<th>Semi-completed</th>
<th>Completed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>iPhone</td>
<td>45.25</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joystick</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinect</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hasan and Abdul-Kareem [45] experimented gesture recognition with contact- and vision-based approaches for better HCI performance. The exploitation of gestures to deliver information is an important part of human communication. Contact-based devices involving physical interaction of users with the interfacing device. The users should be accustomed to this approach as it provide more natural way in conducting a system, nonetheless, it could be difficult for users with low computer literacy and bad health condition in simulator experience especially feeling nausea. The comparison between contact- approach and vision-approach is shown in Table 3. User-independence produces an environment where different users can control the system and recognize human gestures in different colours and sizes. Contact-based devices have high recognition accuracy and less complex implementation but may be uncomfortable to the users. On the other hand, vision-based devices have configuration complexity and occlusion but more user-friendly. However, vision-based approach is probably the most difficult to implement.

### Table III

**Comparison Between Contact- and Vision-Based Approaches**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Contact- approach</th>
<th>Vision- approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User cooperation</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User intrusive</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precise</td>
<td>Yes/No</td>
<td>No/Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexible to configure</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexible to use</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occlusion problem</td>
<td>No (Yes)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health issues</td>
<td>Yes (No)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Morphew et al. [43] analysed the comparison results between HMD and computer monitor using ANOVAs and non-directional (two-tailed) T-test. A graph has been developed as shown in Fig. 11 to Fig. 13 to summarize the analysis. Three critical measurements were recorded in the graphs; target detection accuracy, cursor distance angle, and effect measurement of HMD and computer monitor usage. Eight male undergraduates voluntarily participated in the experiment and were pre-screened for both physical and visual pre-disposers to physical injury and simulator sickness. The pre-screened consisted in interviews and questionnaires regarding subjects’ health history. If a subject failed to meet the minimum criteria, they were eliminated from the subject pool. The experiment was a repeated
measures and the main objective performance measure was the user’s target detection accuracy. It was calculated based on percentage of hits, misses, false alarms, and correct rejections. Measurement for tracking accuracy involved cursor distance and slant range. The HMD and CRT displays resulted in comparable target classification accuracy, but findings in the HMD conditions discovered subsided operator targeting accuracy and boosted simulator sickness; nausea, eye strain, and disorientation. The eyestrain experienced by the subjects using HMD is a common effect due to exposure to virtual environments.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Recently, the development of multirotor UAV is increasing immensely. The research and usage of UAV in many applications in various fields proved the statement. Modelling and stabilization system especially in UAV navigation are still the obvious challenges in the field. There were many accidents reported related to UAV either it is controlled by autonomous programmed or remotely navigated by the operator. The data and information from the experiments need to be collected for analysis; skill development time, error tracking, and user satisfaction level ratings. The main purpose of this research is to review related works in Unmanned Aerial Vehicle navigation especially in human-piloted devices to provide better HCI performance. Human-machine interaction should be efficient and effective for better performance and better understanding between user and machine. Human-piloted or remote-controlled approach in UAV navigation has been highlighted in this paper as on-board system is usually installed in default at every UAV purchase and ground control system is only optional. Best methods or device can only be chosen based on the situation and environment. For common and cheaper device, computer keyboard with an addition of system interface provides good performance. It is more accurate as the operator works only with buttons on keyboard where the flying coordinate and data reading is less sensitive than using radio-controller. It could be used for surveillance and more organised task. Kinect is best used for gesture approach as it can recognize the whole body for six players and up to 20 joints per player. Users with low computer literacy would be more comfortable in using gesture approach, as it is more user friendly and flexible. HMD can provide for AR and VR experience to the user but it comes with several challenges especially in health condition. This research is open for further discussion in future works.
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